PaleoAngola unearthed a new dinosaur species, the long-necked sauropod Angolatitan adamastor; a host of sea turtles (pictured); and giant marine reptilian plesiosaurs and mosasaurs. Full-scale reconstructions and fossils will be on display at the US National Museum of Natural History. Meanwhile, the museum's David H. 
Medicine Galleries
Science Museum, London.
Opening in 2019.
At more than 3,000 square metres, these galleries will offer a permanent space for contemplation of the human body and health in London's Science Museum. Some 2,500 artefacts from its archives, and those of the Wellcome Collection across town, will illuminate 500 years of medical history. A 3.5-metre sculpture will greet visitorsthe work of Marc Quinn (best known for Self, a series of casts of his own head in frozen blood). Called Self-Conscious Gene, it portrays the late Canadian artist Rick Genest, who covered his body with tattoos of his skeleton and organs. breakthroughs. The discoveries of X-rays and radioactivity prompted the artists to represent material reality beyond the reach of the human eye, through fractured shapes and dynamic lines representing light. Descriptions of a mystical 'fourth dimension' by Russian mathematician Peter Ouspensky in the early 1900s resonate in their work, too. Also on show will be Goncharova's futurist body art, and set and clothing designs. La Silla Observatory, Chile. 2 July, 16: 39. This year's total solar eclipse will be visible only from South America and the Southern Pacific Ocean -a fitting moment for La Silla Observatory as it celebrates its first half-century. La Silla marks this portentous alignment with talks, tours and workshops for eclipse-chasers. The year is a big one for astronomy and physics in other ways, too. The International Astronomical Union turns 100, and May sees another centenary: that of astronomer Arthur Eddington's momentous use of a total solar eclipse to secure the first experimental proof of Albert Einstein's general theory of relativity. 
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